The complete line of adapters and drinkers from VAL-CO allows you to upgrade your non-VAL-CO watering system by giving it the same precision and quality that VAL-CO systems offer!

Retrofit your existing non-VAL-CO watering systems with our complete line of adapters and drinkers.

Replacement Adapter Kit for Cumberland Twin Lock (820258) – This kit includes a replacement adapter (with a new O-ring) to replace the Cumberland Twin Lock style drinker. This adapter will accept any of our standard J-Lock drinkers. This retrofit saddle locks into the Cumberland Twin Lock saddle, then our J-Lock can be installed into it – without replacing the pipe, suspension or winching hardware.

Replacement Drinker for Ziggity Short Cap (VR150ZS) This is a direct replacement for the Ziggity J-Lock style drinker. This drinker has all of the same quality precision internal parts as our standard Val Drinkers; but with a slightly longer cap & modified flow pin. These modifications allow this drinker to fit into the Ziggity saddle, without the need to replace the pipe, suspension or winching hardware. Available as a Roaster style drinker.

Replacement Drinker for Clark System (VR150C) This is a standard Val Drinker with a slightly modified flow pin to fit in the Clark saddle. The Clark saddle does not have the necessary clearance for the “feet” on the bottom of the Val flow pin, thus this drinker has a straight flow pin with no feet. Using this drinker to replace the Clark J-Lock, there is no need to replace the pipe, suspension or winching hardware. Available as a Roaster style drinker.

Replacement Lubing Saddle Kits (820104) – This kit includes a replacement saddle that will accept any of our standard J-Lock drinkers. This allows for direct replacement of Lubing®, or other drinkers utilizing a 22mm square tube pipe. There is no need to replace the pipe, suspension, or winching hardware.
Replacement Plasson Saddle Kits (VP500) – This kit includes a replacement saddle (with a new seal) that will accept any of our standard J-Lock drinkers. This is a direct replacement for the Plasson drinker – there is no need to replace the pipe, suspension or winching hardware.

Replacement Adapter Kit for Ziggity Standard ACE [not for big ACE] (VZA150) – This kit includes a replacement adapter (with a new O-ring) to replace the Ziggity Twin lock style drinker. This adapter will accept any of our standard J-Lock drinkers. This retrofit saddle locks into the Ziggity twin lock saddle, then our J-Lock can be installed into it – without replacing the pipe, suspension or winching hardware.

Replacement Chore-Time Adapter Kit (VCTB110-K) – This kit, which includes a replacement adapter and new O-ring seal, replaces Chore-Time drinkers and will accept any of our standard J-Lock drinkers. With this adapter there is no need to replace your pipe, suspension or winching hardware to upgrade to VAL-CO watering.

Replacement Chore-Time & Lubing Hanger Clips (VA505) – This replacement hanger clip is for use with Val Pipe on Chore-Time or Lubing aluminum suspension. The drinker pipe must be replaced with new Val Pipe, but the existing suspension and winching can be used.

Replacement Saddles for Threaded Drinkers (VS205L / VS405L) – These saddles are a replacement for .875” square pipe (VS205L) or 1.1” square pipe (VS405L) that previously had threaded drinkers. The stems are slightly larger than the standard glued saddles so they can be glued into the existing threaded hole. These saddles accept any of our standard J-Lock Drinkers.

Threaded Nipple Replacement (VR150THD) This drinker is a replacement for Lubing or any of the European style threaded drinkers. The VR150THD is manufactured with the same quality precision internal parts as our standard Val Drinkers. The major benefit of this drinker is that once it has been threaded into the pipe, the internal components can be removed without removing the unit from the pipe – preventing damage to the threads in the pipe. Available as a Roaster or PFA Drinker.

Call your local VAL-CO representative or distributor for more information on these and our other fine products.

North America:
Phone: 800-99VALCO (800-998-2526)
Fax: (+1) 419-678-2200
E-mail: sales@val-co.com

International:
Phone: (+1) 419-678-8731
Fax: (+1) 419-678-2200
E-mail: intl.sales@val-co.com

Hanger Bracket for 3/4” Conduit (VH341) – This hanger bracket can be used when the customer wants to replace the drinker pipe, and use their existing 3/4” (1.050” od) conduit. With this hanger, the existing conduit, suspension and winching hardware can be used.